**Favorite Penn Photo**
Penn Alumnae share their favorite snapshots connected with their time at the University of Pennsylvania.

---

**Deborah Wolff, CW'62, GED'66**
One of the great joys in my life is sharing my love of the University of Pennsylvania with my daughter, Lesley Wolff, who graduated from Penn in 1993. This picture was taken in 2008 at Lesley’s 15th reunion. The excitement of attending the Alumni Weekend events was multiplied by having both of us greet and catch up with old friends, as well as share some quality time with each other. It is interesting how much of my life is involved in some way with the University, and I know my connection will always continue.
**Patrice Green, C'05, G'08**
This is from 2004 New Student Orientation (NSO) and Amy Gutmann's first year. I was the Move-In Coordinator and Matt Scafaldi, X’05 was the NSO coordinator. We were giving Dr. Gutmann her first tour as University President.

**Julie Diana Hench, LPS’08**
Here I am, 8 months pregnant, receiving the Association of Alumnae's 2008 Continuing Education Award! I was so grateful for the honor and to be formally introduced to the A of A on that very special evening. (The fantastic Debby Wolff, an A of A life term member, is pictured here with me).
Nicole C. Maloy, W’95

This is one of my new favorites. I took this just before the class of 2013 marched through these fabulous red and blue flags on their way to Franklin Field for Commencement on Monday, May 13. The flags represented alumni volunteer organizations, as well as graduating classes from 1939(!) to 2012. These alumni leaders line up every year on Locust Walk to welcome the graduating class into the alumni family, and they always leave with big smiles on their faces.